Orthotrichum pumilum and O. schimperi in Britain

Tom Blockeel disentangles the records of two rare British epiphytes

Orthotrichum pumilum Sw. ex anon. has always been a rare moss in Britain since it was first reported by Richard Spruce near York in 1843 (Spruce, 1845). It belongs to a difficult complex of species in Orthotrichum that includes O. pallens Bruch ex Brid., O. schimperi Hammar and O. philibertii Venturi. The latter is not yet known in Britain but might occur here. These species share the following morphological characters:

1. plants small or very small; leaf margins recurved almost to the apex
2. seta short or very short; capsules immersed or emergent
3. calyptra lacking hairs (except O. philibertii)
4. stomata mostly positioned at or above the middle of the urn, immersed (cryptopore), but often only partly covered by the surrounding exothecial cells
5. outer peristome recurved when dry, often coloured orange; inner peristome with 8 or 16 segments.

British Floras have invariably treated Orthotrichum pumilum and O. schimperi as a single species. Dixon (1924) used the name O. schimperi, but he was dismissive of the idea that O. pumilum could be maintained as a separate species. The name O. schimperi was retained by Smith (1978) in the first edition of his Mass Flora, but in his second edition he reverted to the name O. pumilum, and listed O. schimperi as a synonym (Smith, 2004).

Orthotrichum pumilum is the earlier name of the two, and it is the correct name if the two species are treated as synonymous. Although they have been united in some other recent publications, such as the German bryophyte atlas (Meinunger & Schröder, 2007), they are recognised as distinct species by Lara et al. (2009) in their key to European species, and by Lara & Garilleti (2014) in the Iberian Bryophyte Flora (Flora Briofítica Ibérica). It is now increasingly accepted that the two species are distinct, even though there is some overlap in the morphological characters. In the Mediterranean region, where O. schimperi is a rather common species, it is fairly stable in its morphology. There has been a slow increase in the number of British records of O. pumilum s.l. in recent years, and it has become clear that both of the segregates are
present here. However, there are no confirmed records for Ireland.

Detailed descriptions and figures of the European species of the group can be found in the Iberian Bryophyte Flora (Lara & Garilleti, 2014). *O. pallens* and *O. pumilum* are both widely distributed in the Holarctic region, whereas *O. schimperi* is almost confined to Europe and the wider Mediterranean region, with isolated occurrences in California and central Asia (Lara & Garilleti, 2014). *O. schimperi* is particularly common in the Mediterranean region and is absent from much of northern and eastern Europe, not reaching Russia. *O. pumilum* occurs more widely in Europe, reaching central Scandinavia, middle European Russia and the southern Urals, but is rare in the oceanic west.

**Orthotrichum pallens**

Identification of the species within the *O. pallens/pumilum* group can be difficult. Typical leaves of *O. pallens* have a distinctive shape, being contracted at the middle from an ovate base to a rather long and somewhat lingulate upper part (Fig. 1). The widest part of the leaf is below the middle, and the apex is broadly acute or obtuse. The capsules are emergent, and ellipsoid or cylindrical at maturity. The stomata of the capsules are almost exposed, covered only at the edges by the exothecial cells, and there are usually 16 inner peristome segments, although the intermediate segments are often reduced and sometimes absent.

**Orthotrichum pumilum and O. schimperi**

The leaves of *O. pumilum* and *O. schimperi* are ovate-lanceolate in shape without an obvious contraction at mid-leaf (Fig. 2). In *O. schimperi* they are often broadly acute or obtuse at the apex, whereas in *O. pumilum* the apices are typically acute. Often a minute hyaline apiculus is present at the leaf apex, and this is particularly characteristic of *O. schimperi*. The stomata of the capsules of both species are variably covered by the exothecial cells, often less than half covered, but completely so in some specimens. There are usually 8 inner peristome segments, but occasionally intermediate segments can be found in *O. pumilum*.

The most important difference between *O. pumilum* and *O. schimperi* is in the shape of the...
capsule. However, it is important to be aware that the shape changes during the various stages of development. At maturity (when the lid separates) the capsules of *O. schimperi* are narrowly ovoid, wide at the middle and somewhat contracted below the mouth. With age they become urceolate when dry (narrowed between the mouth and the middle to lower part of the urn). The base of the capsule is abruptly contracted to the seta (Fig. 3a), and it appears rounded when moist. The basal part of the capsule has a delicate texture, and when dry the base of mature capsules may become crumpled, and sometimes even sags over the top of the seta (Fig. 4b). The seta is very short.

On average, the capsules of *O. pumilum* have a slightly longer and narrower shape at maturity, and they are tapered at the base to the seta (Fig. 4c). As in *O. schimperi*, the capsules become urceolate with age, and old capsules of the two
species can appear very similar.

There are also differences in the detail of the peristome in the two species. In *O. schimperi* the endostome segments are typically shorter than the outer teeth, and distinctly widened at the base (Fig. 5). Rarely, however, the segments can be almost as long as the outer teeth. The outer teeth are strongly papillose throughout, rarely with a few lines also present towards the apex. In *O. pumilum* the segments are long and narrow, almost as tall as the outer teeth (Fig. 6), and only a little widened at the base. The outer teeth are more finely papillose, and the ornamentation of the apices of the teeth usually includes some lines as well as papillae (Fig. 7).

*O. schimperi* is a very small moss, fertile shoots typically being only 3–5 mm tall. It forms tiny tufts or scattered shoots on bark (Fig. 8), with the capsules immersed in the perichaetial leaves. The leaves are mostly obtuse at the apex with a small apiculus. The ribs of the capsule at and after the fall of the lid are usually more strongly coloured than the rest of the capsule wall, and the outer peristome teeth are orange. *O. pumilum* can appear very similar, but it is often a little larger. The leaves tend to be acute at the apex, with or without an apiculus. The capsules are often emergent, and a little less fattened at the middle than in *O. schimperi*. The colouring of both the capsule ribs and the peristome teeth is often less marked. Forms of *O. pumilum* can approach *O. pallens* on the one hand, and *O. schimperi* on the other, and it represents what is left over when the other two species have been taken out of the mix. There is clearly some morphological intergradation between the species. In spite of these difficulties in identification (especially
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Peristome of *O. schimperi*, with broad-based endostome segment (arrowed) (Spain, Blockeel 45/343).
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Peristome of *Orthotrichum pumilum*, with tall endostome segments (arrowed) (Oxborough, Stevenson 2012).
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Outer peristome teeth of *Orthotrichum pumilum*, with some lines visible near the apex (arrowed) (Oxborough, Stevenson 2012).
when capsules are old or in poor condition), most specimens can be assigned to one or other species on the balance of morphological characters.

**Orthotrichum philibertii**

Although primarily a Mediterranean species, *O. philibertii* occurs in SW Norway, and it might well occur in Britain. Like *O. schimperi*, it is a very small moss and it is similar in size and appearance to that species. It is most easily recognised when the capsules are still maturing, because of the presence of stout, papillose hairs on the calyptra. In addition, the leaves are shortly acuminate rather than apiculate at the apex, and the stomata are more widely distributed over the capsule wall, sometimes extending to the neck (Lara & Garilleti, 2014).

**The distribution of *O. pumilum* and *O. schimperi* in Britain**

There are very few records of the two species in Britain. I have examined 17 packets from the herbaria at BBSUK, NMW, E and my own herbarium. Two of the specimens are duplicates, so there are 16 separate records. They are divided equally between *O. pumilum* and *O. schimperi*. I have not seen vouchers from East Norfolk (vc 27) and Northants (vc 32), which are listed under *O. pumilum* in the current Census Catalogue (Hill et al., 2008). Many of the herbarium specimens consist of very sparse material, and in some cases only old capsules are present. Prof. Francisco Lara kindly checked several of the British specimens during the BBS Orthotrichum Workshop in 2014, as well as the more recent voucher of *O. pumilum* from vc 35.
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